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Hi Everyone, 
 
What a different month this has been! It feels forever ago that we were at a meeting together, but it is really only 2 
months. I hope you are all keeping well, enjoying the rain and having plenty of time to work on your Bonsai. 
 
Don't forget to send me some pictures of your trees to go in the newsletter so we can all share the beauty, the tran-
sitions, the formations and progress with each other. 
 
Enjoy your Bonsai, 
Wendy  

NEXT MEETING                    Tues 17th March 

 

All Meetings Cancelled till Further Notice  
 
Date: 8 pm start  
 

Venue: rear hall,    St John’s Church,     cnr Virginia & Alexander Streets,  
Mt Waverley (Melway ref 70 D1)   

Display Table  
 

Tree of the Month: Pine Trees 
Style of the Month: Informal & formal 
Other Trees - Your Choice 
 
 

Try putting on your own display & 
send us a photo!  

Are you receiving your newsletters in your inbox?   If not, add this address   
newsletter@waverleybonsaigroup.org  into your contacts list. Then it won't be considered as spam. 

New Club Shirts & Hoodies - See photo below 
Wear our Club T-Shirts with pride! 

Orders will be put in when we get enough. So be patient. 

The Hoodies are medium weight in black & blue with club 
logo, $46 each. See JoAnn next meeting if you want one. 
(or email Zyggy with your size) 

A Polystyrene Rock Created by David Hurwitz 



Notes from your Committee  

Please respect our presenters and turn your phones to silent, or off, during meetings. 
 
All Meetings & Events Cancelled till Further Notice 
Unfortunately we have had to cancel all Club activities, Committee & Club meetings, until further notice. When we 
get the green light to reopen, we will let you all know, & hope you can all return to follow your love of Bonsai. 
If any member wishes to ask any questions about the Club, or any Bonsai growing / care information, please make 
contact, & if I cannot give you answer, I will pass it on to someone who can. 
Keep well, Bruce Wensor 
 
Show Bench Winners 
Congratulations to our show bench winners from last year, which were announced at the February meeting. 
Unfortunately, only one of the winners was present. 
Senior       Andrew Heinz. 
As Andrew has won this section 3 times, we still wish Andrew to display each month, but it will not be for points. 
Intermediate     Barry Stephenson. 
Barry now moves up to the senior level. 
Novice     Jan & Andy Leamon. 
Who now move up to the intermediate level 
 
Display Table - A new Way for Lockdown 
Why not try putting on your own display at home. Put them on a table with a plain background behind, angle them 
to look good, photograph the display and send the image to: Wendy Clark newsletter@waverleybonsaigroup.org 
 
For When we Return to Meetings 
When we return to normal, we need 2 volunteers for the kitchen each meeting, help to pack up & clean the hall, 2 
new judges, a backup for Wendy & a member to help in the Library 
 
History of the Bonsai Club 
The club is looking to compile any Bonsai Club history available on us! 
If you have email docs or web info like old newsletters, etc, also any hardcopy info, newsletters etc, please let Zy-
ggy or Joanne know. 
Any hard copy data will be scanned and returned so no loss to anyone. 
If you know of someone who may have some history please contact them or let me know so we can. 
 
Newsletter  
If you are not receiving the Bonsai & Garden Club newsletters, of which you are a member also, please let Bruce W 
know, & also if you change any of your details, already advised to the Club. (most important for club records) 
New System for Waverley Garden Club Newsletter. The Waverley Garden Club (of which you are a member) is 
sending out their newsletter under a new platform called 'Member Jungle'. It will have more versatility and addi-
tional scope for all concerned. It was sent out earlier this month, so if you didn't receive it let Bruce know.  
 
Programme Ideas 
If you have any ideas, know a good speaker or have lurking interests (Bonsai related!) please let Bruce A know 
 
Member Numbers & Details 
We currently have 104 members which includes life members (we had 105 last year). 
Our Club Mailing list has now been updated so if you are not receiving the Bonsai and the Garden Club Newslet-
ters, please let Bruce W know. Also if you have changed any details, let him know also.  

mailto:newsletter@waverleybonsaigroup.org


Brian Sampson’s Bonsai 
book is available at the 
meetings for $15 

BEGINNER'S WORKSHOPS  
Cancelled till further notice  

Articles for Your Enjoyment 

BONSAI POTS: Part 1                by Joann Merkur 

 

Clay is made up of silicon dioxide usually found in quartz, rocks, soil, minerals, metal oxides & organic matter. 
So even though you may have a new pot it is made up of very old materials. 
 
The 1st known fired pottery goes back to China in 18,000 BCE.  Known as pit firing, this sort of form is still being 
used today, but the temperature is much higher as the methods developed continually. 
 
You may have heard the name Dragon Kiln, these are 24 m long & 2.4 m wide at the main entrance. With their 
height just tall enough for Zyggy to stand in the middle only (2 m.).   These kilns are fired using pine wood juniper 
& oak. 
It takes 24 hours to pre heat at the front entrance fire box. Then the rest of the chambers are lit & are kept going 
by feeding wood into them 24 hours a day for up to 3 days. This could be as many as 20 holes to feed wood into on 
both sides of the Dragon kiln. 
It then takes 1 week or more to cool down.  

BONSAI POTS: Part 1 cont'd 

 

The Japanese Anagama kilns came into play in the 5th century, their version of the Chinese Dragon kiln. 
 
Other Types of Kilns 
Today pit fires are still used around the world, but Bonsai pots are mainly fired in gas or electric kilns in order to 
reach the temperatures required. There are usually  2 firings needed, Bisque followed by glazing. Most potters 
who glaze & decorate prefer the piece this way as it is easier to handle & less likely to break whilst doing their 
magic.  

Drying  
Having made your pot in whatever method, it’s now the drying time. This depends on temperature so varies from 
6 to 10 days. Then comes cleaning up and removing any dust by wiping over with a wet sponge. 
 
Preparing the Kiln 
We now have to prepare the kiln, vacuuming it in case there are any dust particles on the elements etc. The 
shelves also need to be prepared, they have to be clean and also get two coatings of Batt mixture that helps pre-
vent piece from sticking as well as catching any excess glaze. Otherwise out comes the Dremmil to get it off.  
Once we have placed all the work in the kiln it finally gets fired. I use a 13 hour program; this is then followed by a 
cooling down time which usually takes another night. Then if you use two firings it’s another 2 days.  



BONSAI POTS: Part 1   cont’d             by Joann Merkur 

A glazed pot takes 3 to 9 coats of glaze, depending 
on what I am trying to achieve.  

Mame pots take a long time to do. Holding them, working patterns onto them & glazing some areas as well is very 
delicate, also easier to break.  

FREEZING conditions  
Not all clay bodies can withstand freeze and thaw conditions no matter what temperature they are fired at and no 
matter which country they are manufactured in. Most materials shrink when frozen, but clay doesn’t. The open 
structure still traps moisture and expands that’s why it is important to use open soil mixes. 
Clays can have different absorption rates so they can be fired from 1200 degrees to 1280 plus, as long as the pot is 
well constructed and the drainage holes are correct. You also must use the correct soil mix - then all should be 
well. 
  
WHITE STUFF is what everyone always calls lime scale on POTS. Though this is seen most often on terracotta pots, 
it is not unusual to see it  on bonsai pots as well. It comes from a few things such as low firing or terracotta. tap 
water and the salts in it and also fertilizers. So don’t assume it want happen to your high fired pots. 
Vinegar may help get rid of it. 
 
BUT, then we have to consider PATINA. A word that comes from Italy meaning “THIN LAYER” we get patina form-
ing usually after 10 years or more. The vegetation ashes, metallic substances and minerals are the creators, as well 
as the oils from our skin when we handle the pots the dirt and grime from the wind from the water. Today some 
potters use artificial ways of making work look as though it has patina. 
 
Watering of NON glazed as opposed to GLAZED. 
Non glaze evaporation takes place from the outside wall so dry out  faster than a glazed pot which has a slower 
rate of water evaporation. 
SHALLOW pots are at more risk of water logging so open soil is needed. 
INWARD LID pots. If you have a vigorous root system then this is not the pot for this tree as trying to get it out can 
be a problem. 
 
 A POT WITHOUT A TREE  is  admired as an art form on its own. Often bought as collector pieces never to be used. 
 
BUT A TREE WITHOUT A POT IS INCOMPLETE.                                  See Part 2 next month - Choosing Pots for Bonsai 

My personal preference is 

one firing with the occa-

sional piece breaking. Up-

setting when you have 

etched it and an hour or 

more of work is lost . 

This would have had 3 underglaze coatings   followed 

by 3 coats of clear after the art work is completed.  



 CHARACTERISTICS OF BUNJIN  
FORM: Literati should be three- dimensional and asymmetrical in form. It should have the appearance of a tall ele-
gant and slender tree. The tree must be aged and have the texture of old bark to avoid the appearance of a sap-
ling. 
POT: Understated, shallow to medium depth container that is either round, square, hexagonal or octagonal. This is 
so the eye does not linger at the base but moves straight up the trunk line, the main feature of the tree. Colours 
should be soft and muted. (Be aware of the damaging effects of summer heat in Australia). 
NEBARI: Does not require a prominent nebari. The eye then does not linger at the base of the tree – but moves 
straight up the trunk. The main feature of this style (trunk) is thus emphasised and appreciated. 
TRUNK: Emphasis is always on the trunk, its quality, texture and line. The trunk must be the centre of the design. 
The trunk may be straight, curved or angular – but it must taper, and, if it is not straight must move in three-
dimensions to give depth to the design. 
BRANCHES: One half to three quarters of the tree should be bare of branches. The branches should be few in num-
ber and usually short in proportion to the height of the tree. Branches may cross the trunk line or other branches 
as it may create a point of interest or artistic tension in the design. Branches should be asymmetrical. A branch 
may sweep down as a hanging branch. 
FOLIAGE: Sparse foliage suits the stark beauty of this style. The foliage should be sufficient to support the tree but 
with plenty of empty spaces. Lush, overabundant foliage should be avoided. 
SUITABLE TREES TO USE: 
Usually conifers, such as pines, junipers and cedars, as they are suited to a rugged austere appearance. Trees that 
can have leaf size reduced, such as Chinese elm, zelkova, yew, crape myrtle. 
Consider Australian Natives as well. Leptospermum Laviegatum is excellent. 
 
Capture the spirit of the tree using elements of line and space with beauty and balance  

BUNJIN - Notes from Victor Byrdy 

 

Literati style is the one that captures most succinctly and poetically 
the oriental view of nature in capturing the spirit of the tree using 
elements of line and space with beauty and balance. It is purely Chi-
nese as the original artists were from the Literati Class. 
  
The Literati led a frugal and ascetic life, spending their time study-
ing, debating, practicing calligraphy and painting landscapes. The 
trees – both in painting and bonsai – were infused with the qualities 
of their makers, ascetic appearance, tall and thin, had abstract 
beauty of calligraphy while still suggesting the rugged and spectacu-
lar tree designs seen in nature. 
  
As there are few branches, literati is thought to be a simple style, 
though simplicity with balance and beauty is one of the most difficult 
qualities to achieve. 
Once you have progressed beyond the basic knowledge of the guide-
lines you are restricted only by the characteristics of the tree you are 
working with and your own imagination. 



Bonsai Terminology 

SHARI Deadwood on the trunk of a bonsai (as opposed to Jin which is a deadwood branch or protrusion). 
 
SOIL In the context of bonsai, soil does not refer to the soil found in the ground but specialist bonsai soils used for 
growing bonsai. Organic soils are those that contain ingredients derived from plants; peat, bark or leaf lit-
ter. Inorganic soils contain inert materials, mineral, stone or hardened/fired clays such as grit, sand, akadama or 
turface.  

Some Literati Styles 



Display Table during Lockdown 

 

Please send me some photos of your Bonsai or something great you have seen, so we can all feast 
our eyes on something of beauty. We sure need it at the moment! 

 
Send to: Wendy Clark newsletter@waverleybonsaigroup.org  

A Work in Progress by Zyggy  

More Articles for Your Enjoyment 

mailto:newsletter@waverleybonsaigroup.org


Seasonal Notes 
April 

Fertilisers  

As Summer ends and Autumn starts, lower the Nitrogen content in the fertilisers. Tomato plant fertilisers have the 

correct blend of ingredients to thicken and harden trunks and improve fruit and berries on trees, or use a fertilizer 

with lower N, but higher P & K. Remember to water thoroughly. 

Pests & Diseases  

Regularly check plants for pests and diseases. Aphids love the young Camellia and Maple leaves. Kill star weed and 

liverwort with brown vinegar (apply with cotton bud or a fine paint brush) 

Planting in the Ground  

Start to prepare a garden bed, in readiness for when you can plant some of your trees in the ground in a few 

months time 

Autumn Colour  

You should be starting to enjoy some touches of autumn colour, colourful berries and small fruit on your trees. If 

you don’t have any of these trees in your collection, it is a good time to scout around the nurseries and buy one. 

House Keeping  

Remove dead needles on your pines, clean them up generally and cut off any dead wood, this allows more light 

and air to circulate around your tree. 

Inspiration Attend the coming bonsai shows to seek more inspiration. 

Cuttings  

As for last month, the semi-hard wood cuttings are done in Autumn when the tree vitality is good. Use the pruning 

off cuts – up to 100mm max in length to let the roots form in a propagating mix and good sheltered cover. Plant 

them quickly or in water if there’s a delay involved. 

May 

 

Pests & Diseases 

Keep checking plants for pests and diseases. 

Avoid Pruning deciduous trees because growth spurts can get winter burns when / if frost comes. Start to remove 

any fruit and berries to allow your tree to recover. 

Conifers  

Last growth on some conifers like Junipers and Cryptomerias means one last pinching can be done before winter 

sets in. 

Wires 

Remove wires and let trees rest over winter. 

House Keeping  

Constantly remove all fallen leaves from your benches and pots. As well as keeping the area tidy and clean, it re-

moves a potential source and habitat for pests and diseases. Scrub down the benches to remove algae and dirt 

build-ups and disinfect discarded posts. 

Autumn Colour  

You should be starting to enjoy some touches of autumn colour, colourful berries and small fruit on your trees. If 

you don’t have any of these trees in your collection, it is a good time to scout around the nurseries and buy one. 



WAVERLEY BONSAI GROUP - PROGRAMME 2020 

The committee is currently working a fantastic line-up for this year's programme and will update as soon it is confirmed 

21 July 
Cancelled 
Display Table Species Flowering  Style Informal and Formal 

18 August 
Cancelled 
Display Table Species Australian Natives  Style Penjing 

15 September 
TBA 
Display Table Species Sakei Landscape  Style Your choice 

20 October 
TBA 
Display Table Species Junipers  Style Your choice 

17 November 
TBA 
Display Table Species Satsuki Azaleas  Style Broom &Informal 
 

15 December 
Christmas break-up,    Topic - TBA 
Display Table Species All types  Style Root over Rock  

21 January 
Workshop Night - Bring your trees & tools  
Display Table Species Any  Style Any 

18 February 
Literati Style in Bonsai by Victor Byrdy 

Display Table Species Figs/ Ficus  Style Groups 

17 March 
Workshop Night 
Display Table Species Maples  Style Group 

21 April 
Cancelled 
Display Table Species Pine trees  Style Informal and Formal 

19 May 
Cancelled 
Display Table Species Autumn Trees  Style Your choice 

16 June 
Cancelled 
Display Table Species Deciduous  Style Informal  

Waverley Bonsai Group 2019–20 annual membership fees: 
Single $30  //  Family $35  //  Student $12 

+ New members pay a one off joining fee of $15 to obtain a club badge 
 

Payment can be made by cash, cheque or Direct Bank Deposit /EFT 

Our mailing address is: 
Waverley Bonsai Group 
P O Box 926 
Mt Waverley, Vic 3149 
Australia 

Copyright © 2020 Waverley Bonsai Group, All rights reserved.  
Hi fellow bonsai enthusiast, you are receiving this awesome newsletter because you are either a Waverley Bonsai 
Group member, or associated with our great club!  

Direct Bank Deposit /EFT: 
Waverley Bonsai Group – Bendigo Bank  
BSB 633 000 Account 161 248 547. 
Include your name as reference & notify Brian Tay-
lor via email of your payment.  

Your Waverley Bonsai Group contacts for 2020 are: 
  

Secretary and General Enquiries: Bruce Wensor 0431 773 446 brucewensor@outlook.com 
President: Bruce Argaet 0417 058 053 shoku_bruce@hotmail.com 
Vice President and Trading Table: Zyggy Reinoga 0404 041 883 vicepresident@waverleybonsaigroup.org 
Treasurer: Brian Taylor bandjt@hotmail.com 
Newsletter Editor: Wendy Clark newsletter@waverleybonsaigroup.org 
Librarians: Barbara Cheevers and Stuart Caldwell 
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